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Through August 6 
Curated by Charlotte Ickes 

       
      Left: Ginny Casey, Moody Blue Studio, 2017, oil on canvas, 70 x 75 inches. Courtesy Half  Gallery, New  
      York. Right: Jessi Reaves, Night Cabinet (Little Miss Attitude), 2016, plywood, wood, steel, silk, zippers,  
      72 x 32 x 26 inches. Courtesy the artist and Bridget Donahue, New York. 

A bulbous, raunchy anthropomorphism runs through the paintings of  Ginny Casey and the sculptures of  Jessi Reaves. 
Casey’s paintings, featuring cool-toned, swollen hands and vases, and Reaves’s furniture-based constructions both confront 
the life of  the decorative object. While these emerging artists clearly share a fascination with the everyday, the most striking 
common aspect of  their practices is an uncanny, subtly grotesque emphasis on the body as it assumes the forms of  (or 
interacts with) household objects. This two-person show features more than thirty recent works, several made for the 
occasion, and comes on the heels of  Reaves’s critically heralded interventions at this year’s Whitney Biennial. Accompanied 
by a catalogue featuring essays by Ickes and art historian Julia Bryan-Wilson, the show pushes beyond the rote feminist 
strategy of  the appropriation and inversion of  the domestic to explore something far creepier. 

               
              — Cat Kron 
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ART & DESIGN 

Here Comes the Whitney Biennial, 
Reflecting the Tumult of  the Times 

By ROBIN POGREBIN NOV. 17, 2016 

The artist Henry Taylor in his downtown Los Angeles studio. Some of  his recent portraits will be exhibited at the  
Whitney Biennial. Credit Monica Almeida for The New York Times 
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FOR the first time in 20 years, the lead-up to the Whitney Biennial coincided with the presidential election, a background 
that could not help but inform the selection of  artists and artwork that will be on view when the biennial opens on March 
17, the first in the museum’s new downtown building. 

“An election year prompts that questioning,” said Scott Rothkopf, the Whitney’s chief  curator and deputy director for 
programs. “The discourse turns to who we are as a nation.” 

On Thursday, the Whitney revealed the 63 participants in its sprawling survey of  what’s happening now in contemporary 
art — the new, the influential and the potentially provocative. 

After visiting artists’ studios, dealers and curators in 40 cities during the past year, the biennial’s curators — Christopher Y. 
Lew, an associate curator at the Whitney, and Mia Locks, an independent curator — were struck by themes that resonated 
with the contentious election: personal identity, social struggle, connection to place. 

So much of  the artwork “is about the artist or a self  in relation to the tumultuous world that we’re in,” Mr. Lew said. 

The featured artists vary in their race, gender, sexual orientation and geographic locations. There are nearly as many women 
as men; a large delegation from California; and several from outside the continental United States. They work in various 
media, including technology. (The museum announced in 2015 that the next biennial would be in 2017 rather than this year 
so curators could adjust to the new building.) 

Since moving downtown, the Whitney has tried to better integrate the spirit of  the biennial into its year-round activities, by 
re-energizing its emerging artists program. “A little bit more in the trenches,” Mr. Rothkopf  said, “a little closer to the 
ground.” 

While the biennial includes established artists like Jo Baer, William Pope.L, Dana Schutz and Jordan Wolfson, many are 
largely unknown. 

The curators worked closely with a team of  advisers: Negar Azimi of  the Middle East publication Bidoun; Gean Moreno 
of  the Institute of  Contemporary Art Miami; Wendy Yao of  the exhibition space 356 South Mission Road and the art shop 
Ooga Booga in Los Angeles; and Aily Nash, a curator with the New York Film Festival, who is helping organize the 
biennial’s film program. 

“We wanted them to be an invested part of  the process from the beginning,” Ms. Locks said. 

Below is a sampling of  some of  the lesser-known names in the show. 

RAFA ESPARZA (Born 1981 in Los Angeles; lives in Los Angeles) He builds structures from adobe bricks that he makes 
with his family and friends out of  dirt, hay and horse manure mixed with water from the Los Angeles River. Mr. Esparza 
learned this technique from his father — who built his own home in Durango, Mexico — just after the artist came out as 
gay. For the Whitney, he will create a room made of  adobe that will also display works by other artists. 

SUSAN CIANCIOLO (Born 1969 in Providence, R.I.; lives in Brooklyn) Her fashions of  recycled or found textiles have 
been featured in Barneys and Vogue, and in 2001 she transformed a gallery in the meatpacking district of  Manhattan into a 
pop-up Japanese-inspired tearoom, serving lunch to the installation’s visitors. For the biennial, she will reprise the tearoom 
in the museum’s restaurant, Untitled, in collaboration with the chef  Michael Anthony. 

ALIZA NISENBAUM (Born 1977 in Mexico City; lives in Brooklyn) Calling her work “political witnessing,” Ms. 
Nisenbaum makes portraits of  immigrants, many of  whom she meets through her art classes at the Cuban-born artist Tania 
Bruguera’s community space in Queens. At the Whitney, she will show new large-scale paintings, including one of  a Latino 
runner’s club and another of  the women’s cabinet to the New York City mayor’s Office of  Immigrant Affairs, where she 
was part of  the 2015 fellowship program. 
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POSTCOMMODITY (Founded 2007) This collective — 
comprising Raven Chacon, Cristóbal Martínez and Kade L. Twist 
— for four days in October 2015 installed a two-mile “Repellent 
Fence” of  26 balloons that intersected the United States-Mexico 
border near Douglas, Ariz., and Agua Prieta, Sonora. The Whitney 
will feature the collective’s 2016 video installation, “A Very Long 
Line,” in which the camera rapidly moves laterally along the border 
to a discordant soundtrack, as if  from the perspective of  a 
passenger in a car. 

HENRY TAYLOR (Born 1958 in Oxnard, Calif.; lives in Los 
Angeles) His early portraits of  patients at Camarillo State Mental 
Hospital in California, where he worked as a psychiatric technician 
from 1984 to 1994, were featured in his solo shows at the Studio 
Museum in Harlem in 2007 and at MoMA PS1 in 2012. His 2008 
piece “He’s Hear, and He’s Thair” — depicting a homeless man 
named Emory who became his friend — sold at Phillips auction 
house on Wednesday for $60,000. Mr. Taylor’s recent portraits, 
some of  which will be at the Whitney, feature subjects including 
friends and family. 

JESSI REAVES (Born 1986 in Portland, Ore.; lives in Brooklyn) 
Having worked part-time as an upholsterer, she makes sculptures  
Susan Cianciolo Credit Zoe Latta, Courtesy the artist      that 
function as furniture: chairs, tables and sofas created from 

and Bridget Donahue, New York       startling blends of  foam, sawdust, plywood, plexiglass and auto  
           parts. Examples will be at the Whitney. “She will take polar fleece  
           and use it as a slipcover,” Mr. Lew said, “applying materials you  
           don’t expect, but will recognize.’’ 

     MAYA STOVALL (Born 1982 in Detroit; lives in Detroit) Ms.  
     Stovall, who describes herself  as a “radical ballerina,” dances in        
           front of  liquor stores in her Detroit neighborhood, McDougall-  
     Hunt. She then interviews patrons about her performance and   
           records these events on video, editing the footage and adding a        
           soundtrack. Episodes from this “Liquor Store Theater” will be on     
           exhibition for the first time at the Whitney. 

     SKY HOPINKA (Born 1984 in Bellingham, Wash.; lives in  
     Milwaukee) In “Jáaji Approx.” (2015), Mr. Hopinka, a member of    
     the Ho-Chunk Nation, films his journey through the territory  
           once traveled by his father. Mr. Hopinka pairs the sights through         
           his windshield with stories, songs and conversation from informal  
     recordings he made over a decade. The biennial will feature his    
           new video, shot on St. Paul Island in the Bering Sea, home to one    
           of  the largest Aleut populations in the United States. 

     OCCUPY MUSEUMS (Founded 2011) Emerging from Occupy  
           Wall  Street, Occupy Museums is a largely New York-based group    
           that focuses on the relationship between art institutions and   
           capitalism. The collective’s Debtfair project, coming to the    
           Whitney, packages works by United States artists who are in debt  
          

Susan Cianciolo’s “Untitled” (2000), watercolor on paper.  
Credit Courtesy of  the artist and Bridget Donahue, New York, Collection of  the artist 
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  into “bundles” that can be purchased for the cost of  the artists’    
  monthly loan payments. 

  CHEMI ROSADO-SEIJO (Born 1973 in Vega Alta, P.R.; lives    
  in San Juan and Naranjito, P.R.) In 2014, Mr. Rosado-Seijo    
  transformed a museum gallery in San Juan into a classroom,    
  inviting students from a school to the museum for daily Spanish    
  class, and exhibiting works from the museum at the school. At the    
  Whitney, he will bring this project to the Lower Manhattan Arts    
  Academy on Grand Street, the biennial’s only off-site installation. 

The artist Jessi Reaves at work. Credit Oto Gillen,  
Courtesy the artist and Bridget Donahue, New York 

 

“Idol of  the Hares” by Jessi Reaves. Credit Courtesy of  the artist and Bridget Donahue, New York 
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Gaetano Pesce and Jessi Reaves, edited by Marco Braunschweiler, “Introducing: Conversations Between Two Artists Who 
Have Never Met Before”, Museum of  Contemporary Art Los Angeles: Stream, November 11, 2016, http://www.moca.org/
stream/post/introducing-gaetano-pesce-and-jessi-reaves 
 

Introducing: Jessi Reaves and Gaetano Pesce 

A conversation between artist Jessi Reaves and artist, designer, and architect Gaetano Pesce. The dialogue took place in 
person at Pesce’s studio in Brooklyn, New York. This is the first time the two have spoken. 

                                                                                                                                                                                            

Gaetano Pesce: So how will we start, Marco? 

Marco Kane Braunschweiler: For me, both of  your work deals with the plasticity of  form and a kind of  
anthropomorphism. In your case very overt and in Jessi’s case a bit more subtle. So I’m curious to discuss your approaches, 

http://www.moca.org/stream/post/introducing-gaetano-pesce-and-jessi-reaves
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I see them as a decomposition of  material that’s then recomposed into iterative forms. I think of  both of  your work as an 
ontology—an ontological study of  architecture and domestic objects—a study in what a building, a chair, a vase, can be.  

Since we’re here in the studio I’m curious a bit about your process. Do you come to the studio early? Do you stay late? Is 
this typical? 

GP: Not me, I came maybe half  an hour ago. I work only in the morning. Then when I need to come here, I come here. 
Otherwise, I go to the office on Broadway. There we do what we call “clean work.” Like project drawings, relations with 
museums, exhibitions. That is the way I work when I am in New York, because fortunately or unfortunately, I travel a lot. 
Every month for a week, if  it’s not more. And you, Jessi? 

Jessi Reaves: I do the reverse, wake up and try to get to the studio as quickly as I can, I don’t do a lot of  “clean work” or 
office work besides sending emails. 

GP: So where do you have your office—your workplace? 

JR: My studio is in Chelsea in the basement of  an old carriage house. They used to keep horses down there. 

GP: And you work alone there? 

JR: I share the space with another artist. She’s there three days a week. 

GP: But is there is someone helping you, or no? 

JR: No, every once in awhile I have an assistant, but usually it’s just me alone down there. 

GP: And can you do all this alone? 

JR: For now I can do it alone. If  I have trouble physically doing something alone, I’ll wait until my assistant can come. But 
I’ve gotten pretty good at moving things around, a four-by-eight sheet [of  plywood]—I can swing that around by myself. 

GP: Yeah, we have this problem too here. But we are…how many do we have here? We are four. And five with me, so… 

JR: Have you always had people assisting you? 

GP: I always work in the way I said. There is one office where they do a certain work and a workshop where we research 
and test material. Yesterday we did a test in something, and we didn’t succeed. So today I was thinking that we threw out a 
thousand dollars. Just like that, boom. 

JR: Wow. 

GP: Because, well—I don’t know why. So that happens, when you do research you never know where…you know where 
you start, but you don’t know if  you’ll succeed. 

JR: Right. 

GP: But Marco said something about the anthropomorphic image, that came to me not out of  any kind of  will but because 
when I was young, like you, I thought that the geometry that people were using at that time—and some are still using—was 
too abstract, too neutral, and I thought it was good to introduce a certain figure and images in general. The images at the 
beginning were parts of  the human body. And for that time, now I talk about the year ’72, ’74, so it’s almost what? Forty-
two, forty-four years ago? I realized that if  you want to communicate with people, it’s good to use images because then they 
can understand what you do much better. 

JR: Interesting. 

GP: And so from human bodies to images, the step was very short. 
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              GAETANO PESCE, UP 5 LOUNGE CHAIR WITH UP 6 OTTOMAN , 1969, POLYURETHANE FOAM COVERED    
              IN STRETCH FABRIC, (CHAIR): 40 X 43 1/2 X 45 INCHES (101.6 X 110.5 X 114.3 CM) (OTTOMAN): DIAM. 22 1/2    
              INCHES (57.2 CM) 

JR: I have a similar feeling about geometry in design. I’ve always felt there was this supposedly “scientific” approach to 
design that typically used geometry as a starting point. Like they were zooming in on nature and finding these tessellating 
patterns or molecular structures. And that justified their use of  geometry somehow or made the geometry more intelligent
—that type of  interest in geometry feels so shallow. I don’t use images of  bodies in the same way that you do, but I do tend 
to use organic shapes because they refer to the body automatically. So in that way you get a different type of  image of  
nature than you do with hard geometry. 

GP: The organic is already an image and is very strong if  you compare it to a triangle, circle, or rectangular shape. The 
organic is much more rich. 

JR: Right, because you see yourself. 

GP: You can have more or less everything in the organic. They say that I use a lot of  organic elements in my 
representations. But one interesting thing that is good to talk about today is…when I was twenty-four, such a long time ago, 
almost half  a century, I started to think that the best freedom is the one from yourself. At that time the artist was expected 
to express a certain language and be recognizable through that language. 

JR: Right—having a recognizable style. 

GP: And I was saying, “No, that is not what I would like to do for myself.” Because we have the right to be incoherent. 
And why? It’s because time is incoherent. And if  we follow time we cannot be always the same. Today I more or less follow 
that idea of  incoherence. And usually I judge an artist—if  it happens to be that I need to judge someone—through 
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whether it’s recognizable or it’s not. Traditionally they start at the beginning and until the end of  their life, they more or less 
they do the same thing. Time is a very serious partner. It changes all day, every day, every hour. 

JR: You know it’s so interesting because lately, I’ve been thinking about that instinct to change. Something I admire when I 
look at other artists is whether the work has evolved or changed over time. But on the other hand, I know the feeling of  
obligation to see an idea or material experiment through—to stick with something until there’s really nothing left. It’s hard 
to know when you’ve gotten to a place with a certain idea, when it’s time to move on. I’m always afraid of  not squeezing 
everything out of  an idea or material, you know? Not seeing everything that’s there to be seen… 

GP: You said material, material is incoherent. For example: one day someone discovers materials that are very heavy and 
very strong, and the day after someone else discovers another material that is completely different, very light and soft, but 
when you have it on your end you don’t feel it… 

JR: But it seems like with your career you’ve found certain materials that you wouldn’t abandon even if  something new 
came along. Like there’s something about that one material that lets you have versatility, and even if  the material doesn’t 
change itself, there’s liquidity and space… 

GP: If  I discover myself  working with materials that are liquid then I observe that the time in which I am living has liquid 
values. 

JR: People ask me, “Will you always make furniture?” And it feels like such an irrelevant question because I feel like I’m 
following the ideas more than a particular form. 

GP: When I saw this [pointing to an image of  Reaves’ work], I thought it was interesting that someone like you—a young 
person called an artist—is interacting with furniture. Why? Furniture has a kind of  magnetic force because it comes from 
production, and that is something that is very present in our life because everything comes from the production. 

JR: That’s part of  where the interest comes from. What you said before about time and values being liquid and coming in 
and out of  style—I think production has been the same way. In the sixties and seventies, there was this idea that we would 
revert to the homemade, that the promises of  production weren’t giving us everything we wanted from our objects or our 
lifestyle. I take a lot of  inspiration from those periods where everyone had a craft hobby and people wanted to teach each 
other how to make their own furnishings. That failed, and now if  a person is building their own bed that’s a very specialized 
skill. We don’t expect that from the average citizen at all. 

GP: When you were explaining why you work with furniture I thought of  how I came to what we call design. I discovered 
design because a woman who was staying with me, we were eighteen, nineteen years old, and she was studying sculpture, I 
was studying architecture. We were in a school in Venice, and one day she said, “You know they opened a new school called 
the industrial design school?” I didn’t know what that was, and then she said, “Do you want to come with me and go to this 
school?” And I said, “No, I am in the school of  architecture.” So she became a student of  this school and through her, I 
understood what design was, I realized that she was talking to me about a kind of  art that was practical. And then years later 
I realized that art, what we call art, was always practical. 

JR: Right, but if  something is functional it’s not always practical. Sometimes when I’m working I like to…to almost take all 
of  the practicality out of  an object and then try to put it back in. Even if  the function isn’t as generous, there’s something 
else that’s happened. 

GP: In your work, we have two dimensions, no? There is a chair and then there is something you add to that. A kind of  
second expression and the second expression is the culture of  the object, no? The story of  it, and that is why it is 
interesting… 

JR: You’ve talked about liquidity and how it’s a metaphor for time. But I also think there’s a sense of  making something 
permanent look like it happened very quickly, the idea of  a pour…it just feels very fast…I know this wasn’t fast [pointing to 
an in-progress lamp] but it has that energy. 

GP: At this certain moment in my life I understood that it was much better for me to allow the material to decide itself, and 
I could decide how to move, how to fix, how to cure. Because I understood it was much richer than what I was able to do. 
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          JESSI REAVES, SHELF FOR A LOG, 2016 PLYWOOD, SAWDUST, CANE CHAIR SEAT, INK, 34 X 68 X 13 INCHES    
         (86.36 X 172.72 X 33.02 CM), COURTESY BRIDGET DONAHUE, NYC 

JR: My experience with that is more in terms of  being attached to the things in their imperfect state—when the upholstery 
on a piece of  furniture has faded from sitting in the same place for years. It’s frustrating when people are so attached to 
perfection and to things looking new. 

GP: Yeah, you said it—imperfection is super important. 

JR: When you started working with plastic…there must have been a period of  time where plastic was both innovative and 
exciting but also considered cheap? Or considered to be a lesser material than glass-ceramic? I feel that you elevate plastics 
to a place where it’s beyond those things. There was a time when…when it was both. It was exciting and new but also kind 
of  trashy. 

GP: There was a time when people were not buying my things because they were considering plastic something that was 
going to disappear. But slowly also museums now collect plastic objects. 

JR: Of  course! 

GP: It’s not called plastic because that’s very negative, it’s called synthetic material. Some of  the synthetic materials are 
better than the traditional material. 

JR: I work with plywood because it’s the cheapest way to work with wood. You could call it “engineered wood.” It has 
fragility, it’s not pristine and durable like maple or walnut. And it changes, its color fades over time. I really like those 
qualities, and I like how you use synthetic materials for that same reason. 

GP: Yeah, but the fade…a piece of  wood, if  it’s very old you see that it’s very dark. 
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JR: Yes, it gets darker brown as the light hits it. Or silver if  it sits outside in the elements. 

GP: But then if  you sand it, it could become very light again. So everything changes as I said before. The aging process 
attacks everything—marble, stone, metal, everything. You mentioned glass…I work with glass. But compared to the 
synthetics I use, glass is a poor material. 

JR: Right, I imagine working with synthetic materials you can change your mind, too, in a way you can’t with glass. I’m kind 
of  intimidated by any material or process where I can’t change my mind in an instant. 

GP: So I saw you work also with foam, no? 

JR: Oh yes. You know, people always give me a hard time about its longevity. And I feel like people aren’t aware that there’s 
foam in everything, you know? We don’t show it naturally without a covering, without any fabric over it. People are so 
repulsed by it. But you’re always sitting on foam. 

How do you choose your projects? Is it by the location or the feeling from the people who reach out to you? 

GP: By curiosity. Usually, we work here following ideas or curiosities. And it’s very rare that we do something because 
someone asked. For instance, these chairs we are sitting on—we did them last year but we did them for ourselves and now 
maybe there is a company in Belgium that is interested to produce them. So it depends on ideas. 

JR: I’m fortunate to have a schedule of  projects coming up, but when I’m in the studio I’m trying to pretend there’s no 
deadline. And trying to do what you’re talking about, following ideas and making things for myself  without thinking, “this 
has to be finished by this time.” 

GP: We have deadlines more related to exhibitions but not deadlines for what we do. So there is no carrier work. It’s 
jumping from one subject to another. 

JR: I can’t imagine having a creative practice that wouldn’t let you digest that way…like your mood could change… 

GP: One day you read the paper and you have an idea, and the day after you see a movie and you had another idea. I am 
not recognizable. I am not doing a bottle, always the bottle, big bottle… 

JR: [laughs] In one of  the first studio visits I ever had someone asked me, “Do you want to have a recognizable style?” I 
was just so thrown by that question. It wasn’t something I had genuinely considered. It’s an idea from the outside that 
enters and once you hear it it’s hard to forget. Like, “Oh, a recognizable style?” 

GP: In 1972, I did an exhibition with others at the Museum of  Modern Art, it was a very famous exhibition called Italy: 
The New Domestic Landscape.  

JR: Oh, yes. I have the book. 

GP: And then, who approached me was a very famous gallerist, Leo Castelli. Leo Castelli said, “I would like to see your 
work.” At that time it was very close to the summer, and I was going to Venice. So he said, “I’ll come for the Biennale, and 
we will see each other in two months.” 

We had an appointment in Piazza San Marco. I did not believe the guy was coming, I arrived late, and he was there waiting. 
We went to my atelier, and he was interested and said, “What I see—are you able to keep doing this all the time?” And I 
said, “No.” He explained to me, “If  you change, I have to always do the work to make you recognizable.” He said, “I 
cannot work with someone who changes all the time.” I said, “Okay, I cannot promise to be always the same.” 

                                                                                                                                                                                                  

This conversation was edited organized by Marco Kane Braunschweiler and edited by Karly Wildenhaus. 
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Eric Sutphin, “Jessi Reaves”, Art in America, September 2016, p. 144. 

JESSI REAVES 
BRIDGET DONAHUE 

 
  For this debut solo exhibition, Oregon-born, New York-based 
artist Jessi Reaves demonstrated her omnivorous approach to 
making sculptural furniture, offering viewers an assortment of  
pieces that incorporate materials ranging from plywood to car 
parts to yellow upholstery foam to driftwood. Reaves treats 
furniture making as her primary expression, creating pieces that 
are, as the late artist Scott Burton once wrote of  Brancusi’s 
furniture, “not only functional objects but also representations 
of  functional objects.” There is something subtly apocalyptic 
about Reaves’s work: the way every scrap and shred of  refuse is 
somehow incorporated into the making of  another piece 
suggests a diminishing supply. Dried accretions of  wood glue 
and sawdust that had been mixed together to create a molding 
paste cling to many of  the furniture’s surfaces like wasps’ nests. 
 Most of  the pieces on view had clear functions (sitting, 
displaying, lighting), but some were more ambiguous. The six-
foot tall Night Cabinet (Little Miss Attitude), 2016, for instance, is a 
jagged, roughly leaf-shaped structure that has been sheathed in 
shimmery black silk, rendering its interior shelves largely 
inaccessible. Hand-sewn details include an embroidered rosette 
and several zippers left unzipped to reveal the plywood 
construction inside. Various iterations of  wrapping, binding, 
and leatherwork in the show suggested a fetish sensibility. In Bad 
House Shelf  (2016) — one of  the most overtly sculptural works 
presented — a cylindrical tube is wrapped in black leather and 
pinned behind a series of  tiered plywood shelves. Additional 
components include a gnarled driftwood branch twisting 
upward from the bottom portion of  the unit, and a roughly cut 
plywood backing, with red marker lines showing the places  
where incisions were meant to be made.  

  
Jessi Reaves: Night Cabinet  
(Little Miss Attitude),  
2016, plywood, wood, steel,  
silk, and zippers, approx.  
6 by 2.75 x 2.24 feet;  
at Bridget Donahue  
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 Engine Room Shelving (Recollection Wedding Edition), 2015, is a knobby freestanding O-shaped structure with three 
shelves running across it with a large bowlike finial on top. The wood and foam framework is wrapped in pearlescent vinyl-
mesh cloth that has been aggressively stapled in place. Dog’s Stick Lamp (2016) is a towering mantid form. Its body is a 
nearly eight-foot long piece of  driftwood, around which the lamp’s electrical cord winds, entering and exiting several bored 
holes. The head/lampshade is made from a steel armature over which green-and-black harlequin-patterned fabric is 
stretched.  
 Though Reaves references mid-twentieth-century masters like Charles and Ray Eames, Isamu Noguchi, and Philip 
Johnson, she rejects the elegant finish of  their work in favor of  a more provisional approach, nodding to tradition but 
playfully transgressing it. When I visited the show, the gallery was filled with the scent of  incense and cannabis, which had 
wafted  in from a nearby apartment. The heady aroma was a perfect olfactory complement to Reaves’s gnarly, tactile 
creations. 
 — Eric Sutphin 
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“Jessi Reaves at Bridget Donahue”, Contemporary Art Writing Daily, June 8, 2016, http://www.artwritingdaily.com/
2016/06/jessi-reaves-at-bridget-donahue.html?m=1. 

Contemporary Art Writing Daily 

Wednesday, June 8, 2016 

Jessi Reaves at Bridget Donahue 

Foam Couch with Straps, 2016, Upholstery foam, fiberglass, wood, webbing, 29 x 77 x 35 inches (73.66 x 195.58 x 88.90 cm) 

Like Rembrandt's Flayed Ox tinged with new meaning against the repetition of  his auto-erotic visage, Reaves doubling-
down on material entrails in the age of  avatars could seem perversely obstinate memento mori; a reminder that, like all that 
stolen Ikea elegance whose eventual blown out corners reveal its making of  all but compressed trash, underneath 
everything we desire to be is an intestinal makeup of  sponge replacing its weight with rumors of  dead-cells and dust-mites 
of  a body threatening to turn fungal even while its pubescent biology meets identity, becoming gendered but threatening 
death makes them erotic like the ox meat. 

http://www.artwritingdaily.com/2016/06/jessi-reaves-at-bridget-donahue.html?m=1
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Christie Chu, “10 Millennial Artists to Watch in 2016: Jessi Reaves”, Artnet News, June 6, 2016, https://news.artnet.com/art-
world/10-millennial-artists-watch-2016-511961. 

Art World 

10 Millennial Artists to Watch in 2016 
See who made the cut. 

                                                                                                         

Christie Chu, June 6, 2016 

Jessi Reaves (b. 1986) 
The symbiosis of  art and design culminates in Jessi Reave’s work which hovers between furniture and art object. Reaves’ 
creates conventional (and functioning) items you would find in any furniture shop: chairs, a couch, lamps, several shelving 
units. However, the artist assembles materials unconventionally to create an entirely unique aesthetic.; what is normally kept 
hidden inside furniture is turned out. 

Reaves recently had a solo show at New York’s Bridget Donahue gallery. 

https://news.artnet.com/art-world/10-millennial-artists-watch-2016-511961
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Kavior Moon, “Jessi Reaves and Sophie Stone”, Artforum, Summer 2016, 405. 
 

Jessi Reaves and Sophie Stone 
DEL VAZ PROJECTS 

For their first exhibition in Los Angeles, New York-baed artists Jessi Reaves and Sophie Stone furnished Del Vaz Projects 
with works that slyly confused the boundary between the so-called “fine” and “applied” arts. Slouching against walls and 
scattered across the floor were large, irregularly woven textiles and idiosyncratic furniture pieces that served an aesthetic 
purpose and much as a utilitarian one. The works fit seamlessly into the exhibition space, given that the gallery is also a 
lived-in apartment. (The venue housed the artists while they created, in the building’s garage, most of  the displayed works 
during an informal three-week residency.) Recalling neither the artisanal luxury items of  the Arts and Crafts movement nor 
the rationalized, reductive forms of  modernist designs, Reaves’s and Stone’s functional objects that often bore traces of  
previous uses.  
 In the main gallery - a living room - Reaves exhibited a series of  quasi-anthropomorphic chairs and shelving units. 
His and Hers Ferraris, 2014, comprised a pair of  steel chair frames padded with wide strips of  polyurethane foam, sexily 
sheathed in sheer dark-rose slipcovers with revealing cutouts edged in bright red silk. A far cry from the disciplined 

elegance of  curvilinear chair designs 
of  Giò Ponti or Carlo Mollino 
(which seem emaciated in 
comparison) , these paired chairs 
nonetheless radiated their own 
ungainly charm. Puckered ribbons of  
foam were wrapped around a large 
chair frame covered with a hardened 
mixture of  glue and sawdust in Life Is 
Getting Longer/Baguette Chair, 2016. 
One sank down comfortably into the 
squishy, cellulite-like folds of  this 
armchair, cushioned with foam pieces 
unevenly colored from varying 
amounts of  light exposure, dust and 
dirt left by previous visitors. A trio of  
sculptural shelving units, one 
freestanding and two attached to 
walls, all made from biomorphic, 
Noguchiesque shapes cut from 
plywood (a very un-Noguchiesque 
material), completed the furniture set. 
   

View of  “Jessi Reaves and Sophie Stone”, 2016. On floor: Sophie Stone, Untitled (in-reverse #1), 2014/2016. Chairs: Jessi Reaves, His and Her 
Ferraris, 2014. 
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 Underneath and alongside Reaves’s furniture pieces, hanging on one wall of  the gallery’s main room and sprawling 
on the floors of  its kitchen, dining area, hallway, and outdoor patio, lay colorful rug-size works by Stone. These textiles were 
made from new and used cotton, sisal, plastic, and acrylic rugs and mats, cut up and rewoven, thus producing a misture of  
colors, patterns, textures and styles. In some, house paint was subtly applied to emphasize the flatness of  the picture plane, 
as in Untitled (carpet with vine), or to further the pictorial push and pull carried out literally in Untitled (carpeted with pink border) 
and Untitled (carpet with silk edge), all 2016. Stone’s pieces bring to mind the mediums of  painting and collage, yet some of  her 
works can be turned around, such as Untitled (in-reverse #1) and Untitled (in-reverse #2), both 2014/2016. Not only are Stone’s 
works easily portable (and sometimes flippable), they are also semantically flexible. All of  her textiles can be displayed on 
the floor, where they are used as rugs as well as on the wall, where they read as paintings or wall decorations. The slippery 
nature of  these works is evident in Untitled (carpet with pieces), 2016, which is composed of  two strips of  sisal tightly (and 
suggestively) bound together by cords; hung so that its bottom rests on the floor, the work appears to be either sliding  off  
the wall or creeping its way up. 
 What Roberta Smith once remarked of  Scott Burton’s furniture objects can also be said of  Reaves’s and Stone’s 
works: They emit a “physical, quasi-erotic magnetism that is both fascinating and a little repellent.” But unlike Burton’s 
concrete, metal, and stone forms, which are seemingly timeless, Reaves’s and Stone’s works evoke a cyclical temporality : 
New materials become old and old materials are repurposed to become new. Eschewing the coldly polished surfaces of  
Burton’s furniture, the artists have given their works absorptive skins that receive and retain incidental marks of  touch and 
use - ongoing records of  the objects’ biographies. In these pieces, “stains” have been “removed”  through a conceptual 
reframing, allowing seeming imperfections to resonate instead with significance.  
  
             - Kavior Moore  
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David Ebony, “David Ebony’s Top 10 New York Gallery Shows for May”, Artnet News, May 25, 2016. 
 

ART WORLD 

David Ebony's Top 10 New York Gallery Shows for 
May 

David Ebony, Wednesday, May 25, 2016 

    Installation view, Jessi Reaves, 2016. Photo Courtesy Bridget Donahue. 

Jessi Reaves at Bridget Donahue, through June 5. 

Wacky and irreverent, but made with obvious conviction, Jessi Reaves's furniture-like sculptures and objects constitute an 
impressive solo debut. Stepping into the gallery space conjures a visit to a modern furniture showroom. But on closer 
inspection, it might be a place where the Flintstones shopped. The archaic-looking, rough-hewn details and makeshift 
components of  the would-be couches, coffee tables, armoires, and light fixtures are bizarre in the extreme. After spending 
some time in the show, however, the funky charm and humor of  the work gives way to a keen intelligence, and even 
moments of  beauty. 

The Oregon-born New York artist makes puns on modern and contemporary art and design in a number of  pieces. Mind 
at the Rodeo (XJ Fender Table Noguchi Knockoff  #2), 2016, for example, mimics a Noguchi kidney-shaped glass-top 
coffee table, except that the base is made of  a cut-up bumper from a Jeep Cherokee. One of  my favorite works, Foam 
Couch with Straps (2016), echoes John Chamberlain's foam rubber couches from the 1960s. Reaves's nod to Chamberlain is 
certainly witty, but would anyone ever want to sit on this thing? 
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Claire Voon, “The Visual Indulgences of  Furniture Made From Scraps”, Hyperallergic, May 18, 2016. 

GALLERIES 

The Visual Indulgences of  Furniture Made from Scraps 
by Claire Voon on May 18, 2016 
 

Installation view of  Jessi Reaves at Bridget Donahue (all photos by the author for Hyperallergic) 

Stepping into Jessi Reaves’s show at Bridget Donahue gallery, I was at once slightly thrown by the sense of  having entered a 
showroom display. For the New York-based artist’s first solo exhibition at the gallery, she has filled the room with an 
assortment of  furniture: seemingly scattered arbitrarily in the expansive space are chairs, tables, shelves, and other 
furnishings. 
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Sculpted from plywood, foam, oriental strand board, sawdust, and other raw materials, these pieces strip bare what we 
usually see as upholstered, painted, and polished. Rather than coming off  as uniform, manufactured objects, however, they 
maintain an air of  whimsy, with undulating forms and an array of  textures that tickle the senses. You feel that each of  these 
has a personality, making for something both functional and visually indulging. 

One of  my favorite pieces is “Trunk Bed Box (Weather)” (2016), a trunk that resembles a small coffin. Its sterling board 
walls, with their variegated surface of  fragmented wood, has an off-putting roughness that threatens to give you a splinter 
or two; but lined with milky-hued ruffles of  foam, it also tempts you to enter — or at least prod its plushness. The 
cushioning even appears to spill out from the chest, like whipped cream gratuitously smeared on a dessert, ready to dribble 
at any moment. 

It’s this blending of  the seemingly sumptuous with stiff, uncomfortable material that make Reaves’s pieces particularly 
alluring. A chair titled “Bitches Bonnet Seat” (2016) veils a foam-based core in nylon that Reaves has embroidered with 
ornate floral patterns. While the foam here seems like it would feel itchy, the delicate, lace-like cover softens it. The fabric 
also imparts a past elegance that lends the whole piece a touch of  romance — this is the sort of  chair I imagine would be at 
home in the once-glorious mansion of  Miss Havisham. Also consider “Bad House Shelf,” a twisted wooden wall rack 
pierced by a bolster-like structure made of  black leather. The sleek and smooth column, restrained by the wooden shelves, 
offers a BDSM aesthetic (also alluded to by the work’s title) that satisfies through its hint of  provocative pleasure. 

Evident throughout all the works is Reaves’s handiwork that adds an additional ruggedness to each of  her objects. She has 
made little effort to cover up some of  the details that suggest her process, from lines of  ink on wood — meant to guide her 
cutting — to dried nuggets of  glue, to the puckers on soft surfaces made from fastened staples. Such a revealing of  the 
furniture’s anatomy celebrates individual craftsmanship over mass manufactured objects. Two pieces on view particularly 
express this: labeled “Noguchi Knockoffs,” a pair of  glass-top tables mimick the widely produced modernist design by 
Isamu Noguchi, except one replaces the traditional hardwood legs with detached Jeep Cherokee fenders; the other, cedar 
chips and sawdust. Reaves’s playful updates are desirous of  furniture with more character and presence, urging that the 
objects with which we choose to surround ourselves should not have to forgo charisma for functionality. 
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Leigh Anne Miller, “Lookout: Jessi Reaves”, Art in America, April 29, 2016. 
 

     EXHIBITIONS THE LOOKOUT 

 

 Jessi Reaves 

 at Bridget Donahue, 
 through Jun. 5 
 99 Bowery 

 It may feel illicit to do so in an art gallery, but  
 you can touch—and sit on—Jessi Reaves’s  
 new furniture sculptures. Some appear to have 
 been turned inside out—take, for example,  
 the couch made of  dull yellow upholstery  
 foam strapped to a wood armature—while  
 others are more playful renditions of  familiar  
 design objects. A narrow plywood shelf  is the 
 “functional” part of  Rules Around Here  
 (Waterproof  Shelf), zipped inside a vinyl  
 sheath; the way the fabric tapers at the top,  
 near the sculpture’s “neck,” and a piece of   

          wood pokes out where  shoulders would be,  
          makes the piece look like a headless witchy  
          figure. Also irresistible are Bitches Bonnet  
          Seat, a low-slung chair upholstered in sheer  
          embroidered lace, and two sly Noguchi  
          knockoffs incorporating decidedly un-  
          Noguchi materials like sawdust, cedar chips  
          and Jeep Cherokee fenders.    
          —Leigh Anne Miller 

  

          Pictured: View of  Jessi Reaves’s 2016   
          exhibition at Bridget Donahue, New York. 
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“Jessi Reaves”, The New Yorker, April 27, 2016. 
 

 ART 

 THE THEATRE    |   NIGHT LIFE   |   ART   |   DANCE   |   CLASSICAL MUSIC   |   MOVIE   |   ABOVE & BEYOND   |   FOOD &DRINK 

 Art 

 JESSI REAVES 
 April 10 2016 – June 5 2016 

 “Meaning is use,” Ludwig Wittgenstein wrote. This young American artist clearly agrees, as she  
 dissolves the distinction between sculpture and furniture. (Imagine Matthew Barney and Mika  
 Rottenberg collaborating on a project for Design Within Reach.) A plywood shelf  is sheathed in a  
 vinyl wetsuit; rolls of  yellowed upholstery foam are bolted together into a makeshift couch. Isamu  
 Noguchi’s signature table, with its ovoid glass top and curved wood base, is reimagined with two  
 doors of  a Jeep Grand Cherokee, and to make the surface level Reaves has shimmed one with glue  
 and sawdust. The coldness of  modernism takes on the warmth of  bodies, and quotation becomes,  
 in Reaves’s formation, not just sincere but erotic. 
  

 Bridget Donahue 

 99 Bowery 
  
 New York, NY 10002 
  
 http://www.bridgetdonahue.nyc 

 646-896-1368 
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Sam Korman, “Jessi Reaves”, Flash Art, April 26, 2016, Issue 307. 
 

 DAILY  CURRENT ISSUE  ARCHIVE ABOUT        CONTACT ADVERTISE       SHOP 
   

REVIEW ISSUE 307 
 

   1 / 7 Jessi Reaves, “Foam Couch with Straps” (2016). Courtesy the Artist and Bridget Donahue, New York. 

Review / April 26, 2016 

Jessi Reaves Bridget Donahue / New York 

Anyone Knows How It Happened (Headboard for One) (2016), is the most formally straightforward work in Jessi Reaves’s solo 
exhibition at Bridget Donahue: two shelves flank a large sheet of  plywood with a piece of  raw foam stapled bottom-center. 

In spite of  the candor of  the presentation and plainspoken materials, Anyone Knows… absorbs a full abécédaire of  art, design, 
and other vocabularies. The shelves are surreal, biomorphic protuberances; the headboard distorts International Style’s 
industrial planarity; the staples inscribe medieval crenellations; and a crafty faux-marble swirl decorates the foam. Or it’s 
trussed dolphin fins, John Chamberlain’s foam contortions, oyster lips, and a bad reaction to an oil spill. The title’s bare-all 
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evocation (and possibly exaltation) embodies the spirit of  Reaves’s furniture-sculptures. With basic, short-shelf-life 
materials, she imbues her Frankenstein-forms with a life-span, and like the monster, they reveal the inscrutable desires—
exotic, romantic, abject and ecstatic—behind the dual acts of  classification and use. 

The remainder of  the exhibition is a showroom display of  shelves, chairs, couches, cocktail tables, a lamp and an armoire. 
Viewers are invited to sit on a few of  the pieces, which affects the try-it-out comforts of  furniture retail, but the experience 
of  any individual work playfully warps the scenario. From its exterior, the use of  Night Cabinet (Little Miss Attitude) (2016), is 
not immediately apparent. But, if  one unzips the semitransparent silk bodysock, keys and other valuables can be safely 
stored on the shelves that comprise its spikey internal skeleton. Night Cabinet undresses intention, its purpose performing a 
burlesque between object and observer. 

Twice Is Not Enough (Red to Green Chair) (2016), is upholstered in iridescent silk, which fluctuates along a chemical-bath 
gradient of  red, green and orange. A square edge suggests it was cut from a loveseat, and its overstuffed plush renders its 
ad-hoc and unnaturally tumescent appearance pregnant with further upcycling reinterpretations. It is tempting to relegate 
Reaves’s furniture-sculptures to art’s systems of  critique and value, but their generosity, as well as their ironies, traffic just as 
potently (and perversely) in other function-oriented contexts. Within Reave’s punk theatricality, there is no passive service; 
her furniture-sculptures free the desire to define, and let it run its course. 

by Sam Korman 
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Josephine Graf, “An Ideological Revision of  Furniture Design: Josephine Graf  in Conversation with Jessi Reaves”, Mousse 
Magazine, February 17, 2016, 230 - 237. 
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Roberta Smith, “Lower East Side As Petri Dish”, The New York Times, April 22, 2016, C29. 

ART & DESIGN | GALLERY GUIDE 

The Lower East Side as Petri Dish 
                                                                                                                                                                                                  

By ROBERTA SMITH APRIL 21, 2016 

The patron Bridget Finn passes the Jessi Reaves sculpture “Bad Houses Shelf ” at Bridget Donahue. 
Byron Smith for The New York Times 

OVER the past 18 months or so, the Lower East Side has become gallery central for New York City. You can’t throw a 
cellphone without hitting a gallery, and quite a few are moving targets. Biggish Chelsea galleries are opening outposts here. 
Freshman dealers are setting up starter spaces, sometimes while still learning the trade at established galleries, and starters 
have graduated to larger or more accessible places. And as always, artists continue to take the initiative, opening exhibition 
spaces of  their own. A few art dealers have joined forces to make ends meet. 

The neighborhood is like a busy petri dish displaying many stages of  the gallery life cycle. Building one of  these things and 
making it last is consuming and risky. It is impressive and also moving to walk the streets of  this neighborhood and realize 
how many people want to take that risk. 
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Where the Art Is: A Spring Gallery Guide 

Among the new arrivals are smaller Chelsea galleries like Foxy Production, which relocated to a sunny space on Chatham 
Square and opened with a show of  gallery artists. Another transplant, Andrew Edlin, specializing in outsider art, is now 
ensconced on the Bowery and has mounted an impressive survey of  the multi-mediums genius Eugene Von 
Bruenchenhein. Chelsea’s Derek Eller will open on Broome Street on May 6 with the artist Peter Linde Busk. The artist-run 
Essex Flowers has graduated from the basement of  a flower shop to ground-floor quarters on Ludlow Street and now has 
Saturday as well as Sunday hours. And a few local galleries already have annexes here, most notably Miguel Abreu, among 
the most esoteric brands in the neighborhood. Starting on Sunday that gallery’s large Eldridge Street space will show the 
videos, film stills and annotated scripts of  the uncompromising French independent filmmakers Jean-Marie Straub and 
Danièle Huillet, coinciding with their retrospective at the Museum of  Modern Art. 

Here are several standout shows. 

BRIDGET DONAHUE Another strong show is Jessi Reaves’s debut at the gallery established on the Bowery last year by 
Bridget Donahue, formerly a director at Gavin Brown’s Enterprise, which also now has a space in the neighborhood. Ms. 
Reaves makes sculpture that is also furniture, not so much by blurring their shared border as by laying waste to it. Endowed 
with an aggressive and unsettling wit, her mutant chairs, tables and cabinets take bricolage to a new level, cobbling together 
found materials, objects large and small, and furniture scraps and innards. A sawdustlike glue is big, as are exposed foam, 
hand-carved woods, creative upholstering and startling contrasts of  materials. Homages abound: Noguchi’s classic 1947 
coffee table is redone using sliced car doors for the mirroring forms of  its base, conjuring Richard Prince. A butterfly chair 
is rendered in lavender suede and heavy wood, not canvas and tensile metal. I’m not sure how genuinely comfortable some 
of  these pieces are, but they speak in tongues design-wise, turning the language inside out and making a wonderful noise. 
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Katherine Cusumano, “Domestic Ills: Sculptor Jessi Reaves Elevates Furniture By Making It Weirder”, W Magazine, April 
21, 2016. 

CULTURE   »   ART & DESIGN   »   DOMESTIC ILLS: SCULPTOR JESSI REAVES ELEVATES FURNITURE 
BY MAKING IT WEIRDER 

  
               

                1/12 > 

            Installation view of  Jessi  
            Reaves's solo exhibition at  
            Bridget Donahue Gallery.  
                                Photo copyright Jessi Reaves,  
            image courtesy of  the artist and  
            Bridget Donahue, New York. 

   Domestic Ills: Sculptor Jessi Reaves Elevates  
   Furniture By Making It Weirder  In her debut  
   solo gallery show, the emerging artist Jessi Reaves    
   embraces the misshapen, the uncovered, and the    
   rickety. Climb onboard! 

   April 21, 2016 5:29 PM | by Katherine Cusumano 

Early last fall, the artist Jessi Reaves began work on her first solo gallery exhibition, at Bridget Donahue Gallery in 
Manhattan’s Lower East Side. At first, the process started slow, but ramped up in the three months immediately 
prior to the opening about a week ago, on April 10. 
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First came two “knockoffs” of  the iconic table by the sculptor Isamu Noguchi: one small, like a coffee table, and a 
larger piece that incorporates fenders from a car. Reaves works with furniture as sculpture, exploring gender, the 
dynamic between art and design, and nostalgia in an armchair, a narrow shelving unit, or, say, a Noguchian table. 

“Those were exciting pieces to start on,” Reaves said of  the knockoffs. “They gave me so many other ideas; it was 
really easy to move forward from there.” 

Over that time, Reaves has gradually accumulated enough pieces to occupy Donahue’s 2,700-square foot gallery. 
Up until now, the 29-year old artist’s work has mostly been seen in group exhibits. “The pieces have held up well 
in a group show context because they function in an interesting way next to more ‘traditional’ sculpture,” she 
explained. “It uses the same basic principles—our main scale reference is still the human body.” She paused, 
thinking. “I actually don’t think it’s that different.” 

What is immediately different, though, is the way that Reaves’s sculptures collapse the distance between the viewer 
and the art. Her work is meant to be used, sat on, worn in. “Comfort is actually very important to me,” she said. 
“Sometimes I’ll sacrifice certain materials or I’ll make changes to how something looks visually just so it can be 
more comfortable.” At the opening, children, their parents, and their pets alike pored over the work, perching on 
the chairs and couches placed around the gallery alongside shelves and tables. Unexpected combinations abound: 
A plywood shelf  gets a makeover with a vinyl coat (the piece is called “Rules Around Here (Waterproof  Shelf)”), 
while a rich, rust-colored armchair droops and sags in a glamorous, strategically careworn fashion. 

Yet, it’s hard to get too comfortable. Reaves worked as an upholsterer after graduating from the Rhode Island 
School of  Design, where she studied painting. That is why she is so at ease producing work that, in many cases, 
looks not quite right or incomplete. Some pieces haven’t been upholstered; others teeter on the edge of  structural 
integrity. And they exploit a certain kind of  nostalgia, memories of  furniture that once occupied childhood homes
—or maybe, in their misshapen, stripped-bare construction, the curbsides of  childhood homes, waiting to be 
towed away. 

But they are still sculptures rather than functional, manufactured design objects. Reaves bristles when the the two 
are conflated. “I actually find design pretty limiting,” she said. “I’m looking to people who aren’t really in the 
design tradition, even if  they’re making functional objects.” 

The exhibit follows on the heels of  what might more properly be called Reaves’s solo debut, a project with four 
pieces at SculptureCenter in Long Island City. Two of  those pieces are en route to Herald Street Gallery in 
London, where Reaves will show at the end of  the month. 

Although the pieces are meant to be interactive, letting them out into the world has required an adjustment. She 
spent the last two months before the opening at Bridget Donahue working in total solitude at a residency in 
upstate New York. “Six o’clock would roll around on Thursday and I’d kind of  look around and, be like, this is 
what I’m doing,” she recalled. “I got into it,” she said. “By the end, I didn’t want to leave.” 
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Jessi Reaves, “Biopic: The story behind an artwork, in the artist’s own words”, Modern Painters, April 2016, 4 

        

 
      

BIOPIC 
                                                                                                                                                                                                  
   

Jessi Reaves 
The story behind an artwork,  
in the artist’s own words 

THIS IS A SHELF as well as a sculpture. The piece is 
constructed of  plywood, cedar fence posts, and sawdust. I 
have built several of  these shelves using the same materials, 
but this is the first that is self-supported, as opposed to 
hanging on the wall; in that regard, it’s the beginning of  a 
new series. 
 The scale, color, and cedar wood in this piece are 
meant to imitate the cabinets built by studio furniture 
makers in the 1960s and ‘70s. The material and 
construction are persistently irrational and rudimentary. In 
that kind of  cabinetry you might find details such as 
carving, inlay, or exotic wood. I have replaced those with 
my own techniques. The marker lines from measurement 
and laying out the shapes remain visible. Sawdust and floor 
sweepings are mixed with glue to create lumpy “details” on 
the surface of  the unassuming plywood, almost like inverse 
carving.  
 The piece is meant to approach ideas of  
imperfection and irrationality as they relate to notions of  
craft. The term craft implies some level of  mastery, and, 
especially with woodworking, you’re held to a certain 
standard of  perfection and durability. But there’s also the 
flip side: Craft can be crude and primitive or childlike. I 
enjoy the split expectation within the idea of  craft. Working 
with sawdust comes directly out of  those ideas, because the 
technique of  mixing sawdust with glue to fix an 
imperfection in wood is a woodworker’s trick, so to speak, 
but I’ve turned it into this crude and irrational decorative gesture.  MP 
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Eckhaus Latta, “Sightlines”, Art in America, April 2016, 37. 

 

ECKHAUS LATTA 
The bicoastal design duo shares five recent insights with Ross Simonini 

       
 ART > FASHION 

Jessi Reaves is a very good friend who has a 
show in April at Bridget Donahue’s gallery in 
New York. She makes these deranged, really 
raw furniture objects. We definitely relate 
more to contemporary art than to fashion. All 
our RISD friends have studio practices now, 
and we feel more in tune with people who are 
making painting or sculpture or performance-
based work than other designers making 
clothing. 
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Carson Chan, “The Great Indoors: Show Home”, Pin-Up Magazine, Issue 19, Fall/Winter 2015/2016, 209 - 225. 
 

 

USD 20.00

MAGAZINE FOR
ARCHITECTURAL
ENTERTAINMENT

ISSUE 19

Fall Winter 2015/16

Plus 
Jessi Reaves, Soft 

 Baroque, Toshiko Mori and 
Tomas Maier, Candida Höfer, 

Carmen Herrera, Avery Singer, 
Mickalene Thomas, Kaari Upson, 

Sahra Motalebi,  Lena 
Henke, and  Diane 

Simpson

Featuring  
Jean Nouvel, Ippolito 
Pestellini Laparelli,  

Wendy Goodman, Pedro 
Friedeberg, Trix and  
Robert Haussmann,  

Ugo Rondinone,  
Yrjö Kukkapuro,  

Luca Cipelletti, and  
MOS Architects
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Julia Trotta, “Scrap Queen”, Pin-Up Magazine, Issue 19, Fall/Winter 2015/2016, 52 - 53. 
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Kate Messinger, “6 Contemporary Female Sculptors to Know (Plus Pieces You Can Afford)”, Man Repeller (November 12), 
http://www.manrepeller.com/best_of_internet/6-contemporary-female-sculptors-to-know.html. 

POP CULTURE 

6 Contemporary Female Sculptors to Know 
(Plus Pieces You Can Afford) 

http://www.manrepeller.com/best_of_internet/6-contemporary-female-sculptors-to-know.html
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Kate Messinger | NOVEMBER 12, 2015 
You may remember Kate from the time she guided us to starting our art collections.  She’s back, with more.   

A new wave of  contemporary female sculptors are using their hands to break the male-dominated mold: Dwyer Kilcollin, Andrea 
Mcginty, Hannah Levy, Lauren Seiden, Jessi Reaves and Leah Dixon are making names for themselves while pushing art into the third 
dimension. Their creations are physical manifestations of  creativity, strength and wit that demand equal floor space. 

However…if  your home is not a museum and your biggest financial donor is your boss (the second biggest: your mom on your 
birthday), there’s no reason you can’t get started on your own sculpture collection. 

So, below, the 6 women in the industry you should know, plus the more affordable “If  You Like X, Then Try Y” items to buy. 

Andrea McGinty 

Andrea Mcginty, I Feel Very Vulnerable Right Now, I Texted Him First, 2015 

With a killer sense of  humor and a refreshing eye on meme culture, McGinty confronts erotica, technology and the Internet by 
bringing inanimate objects to life. Whether it’s through humidifiers dressed in inspirational novelty tees or a series of  shattered iPhones 
displaying her dark sex secrets, McGinty provokes the need to reveal ourselves. 

If  you like McGinty’s wit, try this piece by Brittany Mojo ($300) or this “Pool Toy” by Misaki Kawai ($350). 

Dwyer Kilcollin 
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Dwyer Kilcollin, Banquet Conference, 2015 
A stone mason for the digital age, this LA-based artist uses a mixture of  organic matter and pigments to handcraft recognizable and 
abstract objects. Take the chairs and vases resembling formations you might find deep in a cave, or her landscape images that reach out 
from the stone canvases; Kilcollin’s works are at once prehistoric and futuristic. 

If  you like this table, try this one by Ramon Hulspas ($1,300). 

Hannah Levy 

Hannah Levy, Untitled, 2014 

Using a pairing of  organic and metallic substances, Levy makes tactile sculptures that juxtapose the hard and soft textures between 
body and material. Yes, those fleshy asparagus protruding from the wall might seem risqué and the cutting board with tiny pink nipples 
a bit off-putting, but by re-crafting everyday objects in materials that resemble skin and bones, humanity is instated where it’s least 
expected. 

If  you’re into the idea of  be-nipped household items, try: Universal Isaac pottery ($65 each) 

Lauren Seiden 

Lauren Seiden, Wrap, 2015 
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Just because Seiden uses paper and string to craft her large scale sculptures doesn’t mean her process is lightweight. Using layers of  
graphite to create a hardened, almost metallic structure and sheen, these pieces take on the gestures of  the artist as she manipulates 
them while introducing a magnetic movement. 

If  you like her aesthetic, try Jenny E Balisle for a similar vibe. (Starting around $750.) 

Jessi Reaves 

Jessi Reaves, Idol of  the Hares, 2014 

Who said your furniture can’t double as an art piece, and that your art-meets-furniture can’t be weird? Reaves turns furniture design 
inside out (sometimes literally) using expected materials in unexpected places, like foam to make a lounger or polar fleece on an office 
chair. If  Pee Wee Herman had an evil lair, his decorator would be Jessi Reaves. 

If  you like to get weird, try these pieces by Sabina Ott ($250) or Margo Weber ($390) 

Leah Dixon 

Leah Dixon, Stealth Bomber, installation view from the UNTITLED Art Fair in Miami Beach, 2013 

As a performer and an artist, Dixon’s work is as much in the process as it is the product. Making objects like a hand-cut yoga mat with 
images of  war or a structure resembling a Stealth Bomber for lounging in Miami beach, Dixon confronts political correctness in 
physical labor and live creation, describing herself  as a “one-woman making machine.” 

If  you like the geometric nature of  her work, try this glass and oxidized sculpture by Linda Ross ($600). If  you’re looking for a more 
quiet piece that still takes up space, try Karolina Maszkiewicz. (Starting at $350) 
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“Featured Artist: Jessi Reaves”, SculptureNotebook, August 25 - 29, 2015, http://www.sculpture-center.org/
exhibitionsCuratorsNotebook.htm. 

      FEATURED ARTIST: Jessi Reaves  

      Operating as both sculpture and furniture, Jessi Reaves’ works upend inherited binaries between    
      form and function, fine art and design; Reaves marshals these tensions to their extremes. Forms    
      that reference modernist design are swathed in foam, fleece or sheer fabrics, others are carved  
      and molded out of  engineered wood. Through material aggregation and substitution, Reaves  
      disrupts the utopian connotations of  rational, industrial purity that haunt the histories of  both 
      design and sculpture – introducing, rather, notions of  anthropomorphism, fantasy, and excess. 

       Jessi Reaves (b. 1986) lives and works in New York. She received her BFA from the Rhode Island    
       School of  Design. Reaves has work on view at Bridget Donahue, New York, and her work has  
       been shown at venues including STL Gallery, New York; Bed Stuy Love Affair, New York; and  
       Essex Flowers, New York. She will present upcoming solo exhibitions at Bridget Donahue and  
       Del Vas Projects, Los Angeles. 

      FEATURED ARTIST: Jessi Reaves, pro-tour lounge, 2015. Polyurethane foam, Antron  
      polar fleece, pine, silk, cotton. 30 x 64 x 24 inches. Courtesy the artist and Bridget  
      Donahue, New York. Photo: Marc Brems Tatti. 

      www.sculpture-center.org  

      Sat, 29 Aug 2015 12:30:31 

      #2015  #SculptureCenter  #sculpturenotebook  #featuredartist  #jessi reaves   
                              #BRIDGET DONAHUE #sculpture   

http://www.sculpture-center.org/exhibitionsCuratorsNotebook.htm
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  FEATURED ARTIST: Jessi Reaves, New Life Shelving Unit - Part B, 2015. Pine, adhesive,    
  studio trash, ink, polyurethane. Courtesy the artist; Bridget Donahue, New York; and Essex    
  Flowers, New York. Photo: Kyle Knodell. 

  www.sculpture-center.org  

  Fri, 28 Aug 2015 12:30:22 
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  #2015  #SculptureCenter  #sculpturenotebook  #featuredartist  #jessi reaves      
  #BRIDGET DONAHUE  #sculpture   
 

     
    FEATURED ARTIST: Jessi Reaves, Engine Room Shelving Unit, 2015. Pine, polyurethane  
     foam, street, vinyl, linen. Courtesy the artist and Bridget Donahue, New York. Photo:  
    Marc Brems Tatti.  

    www.sculpture-center.org  

      Thu, 27 Aug 2015 12:30:12 

     #2015  #SculptureCenter  #sculpturenotebook  #featuredartist  #jessi reaves   
    #BRIDGET DONAHUE  #sculpture  
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       FEATURED ARTIST: Jessi Reaves, Idol of  the Hares, 2014. Oak, polyurethane foam,  
       silk, cotton, aluminum, and ink. 38 x 28 x 48 inches. Courtesy the artist and Bridget  
       Donahue, New York. Photo: Marc Brems Tatti. 

       www.sculpture-center.org  

       Wed, 26 Aug 2015 12:30:26 

      #2015  #featured artist  #SculptureCenter  #sculpturenotebook  #jessi reaves   
      #BRIDGET DONAHUE  #sculpture 
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          Jessi Reaves, Keeper’s Glove Chairs, 2015. Plastic, steel, Antron Polar Fleece.  
          36 x 24 x 24 inches each. Courtesy the artist and Bridget Donahue, New York.  
           Photo: Marc Brems Tatti.  

          Tue, 25 Aug 2015 14:47:48 

         #2015  #featured artist  #SculptureCenter  #sculpturenotebook  #jessi reaves   
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         #BRIDGET DONAHUE  #sculpture 

“Jessi Reaves”, interview with Bridget Donahue, Foundations, No. 3 Fall/Winter 2015, 26 - 33. 
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